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This paper explores the d workstation, md 
how this toolkit 
window systems 
set of voice presentation ractive voice appliications are &so sug- 
gested. 

Support for interactive audio is required on ne 
capabilities range Erom low- 
Sun SPARCstations provide tel 
quality sound. Each wo has its own variety of audio 
software interface that of interactive application 
ware architectures. 

Device-independent some environments, but 
this alone is not rd-party software devd- 
open. A software server is range of Desktop Audio 
applications and 

ing multiple applications to s uch a serves is flexible, 
it can be tedious to 

It is possible to build a variety of higher level so 
brary, or even a set of device drivers. s paper investigates a "too 
terface on top of an audio semen: 

eEective user interface with- 



A toolkit is similar to a subroutine library, and is usu plemented as one. A toolkit provides function- 
ality beyond a conventional lib including memo agement, a comprehensive set of options with 
default values that can easily be oversidden at m-time, for input, output, and event han- 
dling. The X toolkit is built on an object-oriented base classes and multiple levels 
of inheritance. This form sf y C++) makes it exceedingly 
easy to create new specialize 

The handling of input output events are panicularly i t in a workstation environment with the 
cations to be active sim single process nature of 

apabilities. The X toolkit 
m the user and as s in the application pro- 

gram. A multithreaded application cations can be writ- 
ten without the use of complex di e callback routines. 

In X Window Sys terminology, a "widget" is a cal user interface object. The term "auudget," for 
audio widget, wi sed in this paper to represent io interface object analogous to a graphical wid- 
get. 

For many applications the flexibility afforded audio sewer greatly increases the complexity of the 
application program. W toolkit built on top of is sewer provides high-level abstractions to hide the 
intricacies of the sewer. An audget set prede ons, such as players, recorders, 

lete conversational voi f y  application progr 

tors, or voice menus. 
audio interfaces. A 

equivalent to the look and feel of a graphical interface? 

A pure voice inte~ace would use 

of a voice in@Pfac 



Menus are commonly used in voice mail and interactive voice response systems. A voice menu is similar 
to a graphical pull-down or p-up menu; it presents a set the user. 
Menu items are presented w recorded or synthesized spe ut comes 
from a speech recognizer or telephone keypad instead of a 

The programmatic interface to a voice menu mi 
desired voice prompts. A voice menu audget, howeve ore sophisticated in- 
teractions. It can accept ad itional lists of strings for s pts if the user fails to re- 
spond. The audget can have a built-in help facility that is derived directly 
menu semantics. The audget also may be customizable as to how 
variety of user interfaces can be rapidly proto 

enu and a graphical 
voice and graphical 

menus, md accept 
able for many app 
menu items, such as 
other. Even the trans 

menus. 

A synthesis audget can put an ins 
higher level soffwm interface to 
touch tone events in 
sizer's indexing h c t i o  
of application defined 
level intempt and device han 
plkations. 

Other audgets of interest include interfaces 
example, can notify the application after re 
receiving other user i application controls th 
recording, pause the r set the silence d eried for its cur- 

A basic record or play audget can 
sounds rather than individual files. Such an e 
simplify the applications 
analyze the pending event 
the,  to reduce latencies in 

Applications often nee audio bugers or 
ieing as high-level cut, s, while internall 
ulation of linked lists rs, reference c 



internal data smctures, and p vides a device-independent interface to a range of sound formats and en- 
coding styles. A single editing audget thus operates on highly co pressed speech signals as easily as digi- 
tally encoded music. 

By merging simple audgets, it is possible to create an audio only, or a combined audio and graphical, inter- 
face. With a sound editing au sible to create a variety of user htePfaces to an audio editor. Ed- 
iting functions can be voice commands. 
graphical interface can 
conventional keyboard-based text editor. The audio editor audget c d to a range of graphical 
widgets to create interactive editors with distinct looks and feels to existing window system 
user interface paradigm. 

arize many of the important design goals 
software toolkits for su 

1) Design and use audio servers and au 
2) Keep the audgets sep 
3) Support a well-defi 

tookits has accelerated the 
ficiently harness the po 
dgets, should help bring 
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